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DEDICATION

This edition of the Fordham University School of Law Yearbook is dedicated to those students who helped to make its publication possible: Michael Ackerman, Ellen Auwarter, John Calvelli, Wally Collins, Paul Curnin, Barbara Curran, Louis DiChiara, Brian Dignan, Patrick Dunleavy, Gary Eckstein, Marie Inserra, Janine Launay, Pat Lenard, Jacki Rejan, Dina Stern, and Gretchen Walsh. Especially helpful were Wally Collins, Photographer and Chief Assistant and Brian Dignan, Photographer.

Finally, special thanks go to the people at Davis Studios, who provided us with film, developing, photographic advice and equipment, graduate portraits, and excellent service; George Geer of The Delmar Company, our publishers; the I.L.J. for use of their facilities; and Deans Robert Reilly and Linda Young.
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Administration and Faculty
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Linda Young

Judith O'Sullivan

Rachel Vorspan

Loretta Richardson

Valerie Richards

Professional faculty and administration photos courtesy of G. Steven Jordan.
CHAPTER II

Academic Activities
Law Review: Front row—Maureen Beyers (Ed.-in-Chief); Gumby (Spiritual advisor); Christopher McCormack (Research & Writing Ed.); back row—David Mollon (Articles Ed.); Eric Wertheim, Alycia Peloso (Commentary Ed.); Robert Funkhouser, Michael Slonim (Articles/Commentary Eds.); Arthur Ong (Sr. Articles Ed.); Lisa Weinberg (Articles Ed.); Shannon Such (Commentary Ed.). Missing: John Tsavaris (Managing Ed.); Peter Jakab (Commentary Ed.).

MOOT COURT TEAMS

Wagner Team: Nancy Delaney, Maura McInerney, Charles Hammerman

Kaufman Team: Rich Hayes, Louis Craco, Carol Witshel

Negotiations Team: Jeff Gold, Anne Miles

Trial Advocacy Team: Mark Lorimer, Mitch Seider (witness), Paul Curnin
Jessup Team: John Gaisor, Barbara Flynn, Greg Harris, Paul Carter

Cardozo Team: Steve Lovett, Virginia Ampe, Tom Koger

National Team: Mary Fitzgerald, Anne Marie McAvoy, Mitch Seider

Wormser Competition: Lindsay Lankford & Tom Koger (best brief) and finalists Louis Craco, Maura McInerney, Steve Lovett (best speaker), and Stephen Fitzgerald
MOOT COURT EDS., ENTERTAINMENT LAW, T.A.s


Legal Writing Teaching Assistants: Carol Davis, Margaret Giordano, Lisa Beck, Karen Burns-Cummings, Gina Raio, Connie Alexander, Kevin Keaney, Prof. Rachel Vorspan. Missing: John Hart, Renee Hill, Fred Kessler, Fred Leone, Jacqueline LiCalci, Ira Matetsky, Robert Perelman, Sheila Sawyer, Joe Boyle, Jean Connolly, David Atlas, Kate Landowne, Kevin McDonough, Anne Miles, Andrea Galbo (Student Coordinator).
Entertainment and Sports Law Council: front row: Gayle Davis, Brian Barry, Roger Cramer (Co-Chairman), Wally Collins; back row: Larry Kamerman, Randy Finch (Co-Chairman), Jonathan Hartzog. Missing in Action: Michael Ackerman, Jane Hatterer, et al...
GUEST SPEAKERS

Judges Duffy and Platt, Mag. Dolinger: Wormser Moot Court Justices

Surrogate Renee R. Roth: Fordham Law Women Honoree

Andrew J. Maloney: U.S. Attorney, E.D.N.Y.
Herman Badillo: Democratic Hopeful, State Comptroller


Edward I. Koch: Mayor, City of New York
CHAPTER III

Student Activities
Fordham Law School Democrats

Fordham Law Women Officers: front — Gail Wein (Treas.), Cathy Rice (Sec'y); back — Jill Cohen (Pres.), Beth Edds (V.P).

The Advocate: Mike Mangini (Ed.-in-Chief), Dexter Wadsworth. Missing: Dina Stern, Robert Glickman, Gina Raduazzo.
Biblio Juris, Inc.: Tim Feighery (V.P.), Joe Cerra, Jim Sauter (Pres.), Karen Stolarski (Sec'y/Treas.).

Biblio Juris, Inc., cont.: Jerry Padian, Joe McLaughlin

Fordham Law School Republicans
AALSA, BALSA, & LALSA


Asian American Law Students’ Ass’n: (1st row) Nancy Kim, Joan Paik, Joon Ho Jeon, John Kim, Michael Lam, Donald Kim; (2nd row) Jay Kobayashi, Hyung moo Choi, Benjamin Tahyar, Arthur Ong, Linda Peng (Pres.), Christine Loo, Grace Chang; (3rd row) Gordon Hwang, Jonathan Uejio, Daniel Chun, Sang Chin Yom.
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The Graduates
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John Lamoreux
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Michael O'Shea
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David Otto
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Patrick Reidy
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Sally Schoenbrun

Mitchell Seider
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Salvatore Vitiello

Laura Volpe
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Stuart Wagner
Gretchen Walsh
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Elizabeth Young

Stacie Young
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GRADUATES NOT PICTURED

Daniel Barr
Brian Barry
Louis Bell
Michael Bolton
Peter Brennan
Nancy Brenner
Helen Catsichtis
John Caulfield
Gerard Cavaluzzi
Scott Cherone
Margaret Connolly
Robert Cooper
Richard Corcoran
Allison Danzig
Rand Diamond
Louis DiChiara
Elena Marie de le Torre
Elizabeth Edds
Robert Eimicke
Robert Farrell
B.J. Pheonix Finneran
Richard Gans
Elizabeth Gitlin
Frederic Glass
Theresa Gleason
Michael Goldman
John Greco
Paul Greco
Elizabeth Grossier
Marshall Hagen
Theresa Hanczor
Dale Hansen
Robert Hawkes
Richard Hayes
Amy Heierman-Cascio
Caryn Hemsworth
Paul Hurley
Mark Johnston
Thomas Kissane
Susan Krasnow
David Kreps
Terence Lamb
James Lee
Susan Leland
Michelle Leyva
Matthew Lifscultz
Kathleen Lyons
Frank McCay
James McMahon

Michael Mangini
Richard Marans
Charles Marchello
Philip Marella
Raymond Marinaccio
Ira Matetsky
Andrew Mattei
David Meiselman
Charles Morisi
Jan Morrow
Thomas Obermaier
Kevin O'Brien
Deirdre Pacheco
Joseph Pareres
Janet Pawson
Malla Perry
Elizabeth Ramage
John Reilly
John Reinke
Gregory Ressa
Noreen Revuetta
Steven Rickman
Karen Ross
Kenneth Ross
Mara Saperstein
Alan Schacter
David Scharf
Caleb Schwartz
Lawrence Schwartz
A. Lawrence Shiels
Robyn Seitz
George Shea
Morton Spritz
Paul Stone
Paul Stull
Peter Sullivan
Robert Sullivan
Mary Tanona
Scott Tarte
Mark Taylor
David Thompson
Edward Troy
John Tsavaris
Teresita Vasquez
Howard Weingrad
Myron Wurzberger
Andrew Zief
Samuel Zylberberg
Congratulations and Best Wishes
To our Grandson,

RUSSELL PETER TROCANO,

and

THE CLASS OF 1987

Maine Evergreen Nursery, Inc.
203 West Pleasant Ave.
Maywood, New Jersey 07607
FORDHAM LAW GRADUATES
CLASS OF 1987

A Hearty Hoorah Extended to All!

Michael B. Mangini — Dexter C. Wadsworth
Gina A. Raduazzo — Dina Stern
Robert A. Glickman
and the Entire
ADVOCATE STAFF

“Something Attempted, Something Done,
Has Earned a Night’s Repose.”

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW
The Village Blacksmith
“Each lawyer must find within his own conscience the touchstone against which to test the extent to which his actions should rise above the minimum standards. But in the last analysis it is the desire for the respect and confidence of the members of his profession and of the society which he serves that should provide to a lawyer the incentive for the highest possible degree of ethical conduct.”

ABA Code of Professional Responsibility
Preamble

With Congratulations
and Best Wishes
To The Class of 1987 From

The Administration,
Faculty, and Staff
of
Fordham University
School of Law
THE BAR-BRI STAFF

Joins in Wishing the Fordham Law School Class of 1987

Success in All Their Future Endeavors

1987 Reps

Thresa Gleason
Rich Fogel
Connie Alexander
Bob Anderson
Kathleen Krauter
Kathy Albanese
Theresa Sulyok
Rich Hayes
Stu Weinfeld
Marc Futterweit
Jeff Gold
Sari Alter
Regina Faul
Helen Makris
Glenn Kerner
Jim Resila
John Hart
Mary Reilly
Rina Zimmerman
The Student Bar Association

Congratulates the Class of 1987

Barbara Curran, President
Helen Makris, Vice President
Mark Frimmel, Treasurer
Bob Bauer, Secretary
Congratulations
to the Class of 1987!
From
TROY
DAMIAN
and
KRISTINA
Compliments of

THE
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Thomas F.X. Mullarkey, Chairman
William J. Voute, Vice Chairman
John W. Donohue, S.J., Secretary
A view of the Law School building in 1962 during its construction. Note the existence of 61st street to the left.

Celebrating
25 Years at Lincoln Center
and the
75th Anniversary of the Evening Division

President ................................. James E. Tolan, '62
Vice Presidents ............................... Hon. Kevin T. Duffy, '58
                                      William P. Frank, '66
                                      Archibald R. Murray, '60
                                      Loretta A. Preska, '73
Treasurer ................................ Frances M. Blake, '45
Corresponding Secretary ................. Marion I. Guilfoyle, '45
Recording Secretary ...................... Marjorie A. Quinn, '43

BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1987
Congratulations
to
Ellen
and the
Class of 1987

 Roberta and Raymond Auwarter